OPERATION PANGAEA

Monte Christo
Trailer/Synopsis

35% of Americans believed
the judgment day
has began on 9/11

On the 1st July 2002
the Time Magazine
published a survey result

»Mr. President,
the book of revelation prophesied,
that everlasting peace will follow
after the devil has incarnated and
exacted the last confrontation.«
scene: Founder of Religion
(Robert McDerman & US-President Kerry)

»I want to talk with
the Pope immediately.«
scene: List of demands
(US-President & Ed Heller in white house)

2011 already 65% believed
in the arrival of Armageddon

»James! The Pope plans
a revolution with this 3rd council.«
scene: Landing
(Eduard Heller & US-President)

»The UN Secretariat has got
explosive appeals this morning.
The vatican intends to introduce
a new world religion. And they
demand a sentencing of the U.S.«
scene: UNO
(UN-Generalsecretary in a conference call
with Director of EU-Commission)

It was the strangest
phenomenon in history

»This is a countdown
for our civilisations.«
scene: countdown
(The US-President in Air Force One)

»Sir! All fleets
and aircraft carriers, the nuclear
submarines, cruisers, bombers and squadrons
are in position. Our army has been fitted
120 billion biometric cyborg insect-drones.
They are loaded with killer
bacterias and toxins.«
scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President)

The prophecy
get into the truth
The bible gets into serios

»I have decoded the text file.
It means:
If he opens, no one can close,
if he closes, no one can open. E.L.N!«

scene: E.L.N.
(IT-Chief Max Schulz, Frankfurt,
after all banking accounts was plundered)

»This is a verse of the apocalypse.
The day on that Jesus proclaims
the salvation of mankind.
It is the Last Judgment.«

scene: Santo Subito
(Bibelscientist Robert McDerman in SMS to FBI)

1/12!
Operation Pangaea!

It was the endtime-battle

»Mr. President!
That will get a dramatic,
which exceeds your imagination.
We expect the most brutal confrontation,
which was experienced by mankind.«

scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President in the Oval Office)

»My order is:
Tear down the old fundamentals and
make place for the arrival of the new spirit.
Today I have sold all of securities,
which the Vatican has kept in his possession.
And I retreat our final taken out of
the global money business. In addition,
I convened a 3rd Vatican council,
to found a new world religion
together will all other religions.«

»Almighty! Why do you want to do all this?«

»Our lord has returned.
Operation Pangaea has begun.«

scene: sistine chapel
(Pope Benedikt XVII. to all cardinals;
in front of the fresco of last judgment)

16 years after 9/11 America
stood in front of his last enemy
He blasted the thinkable

»Who are you?«
»I´m god!«
Scene: State of the union
(US-President and his challenger in the East-Room)

»The NASA and the CIA reaktivate the old satelites,
which we have turned off last year.«
»I take a reservation for one of the oldies.
I want to know whats going on in vatican.«
Scene: List of demands
(US-Ministery of Defense & US-President)

»Sir, if he wills, he just needs to talk and billions of
people mobilized to a revolution. His brain power is
almost a miracle. He knows every entry in the net.
Whether Google, Wikipedia, Facebook or Youtube. Although
he has readed only once time. This are 800 trillion words.
He speaks 180 languages. That he could repeat the circle Pi
up 22.5 million decimal places within 5 hours correct, was
only a training for him. He knows physics formulas,
which blast your imagination. Do you want
to know more, Mr. President??«
Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President in the Oval Office)

HE convinced the most
powerfull brotherhood
HE had a clear target
»In front of you is the devil, Mr. President!«
»I agree with you, your Holiness!
But who is still standing in front of us?«
»Jefferson has demand only one thing with the
Declaration of Independence:
The fundamental right of freedom!
But there can never be freedom
without justice. Both is gone.
It´s time for a change.«

»The single once you can help.
As it has been predicted in the bible.«
»Who is that?«
»HE HIMSELF!«

scene: The act
(Christian Bufimimat to Pope Benedikt XVII.)
Scene: Acquisition
(US-President & Pope Benedikt XVII.)

Everything seemed
to preplanned
HE offered
strong evidences

»Benedikt! Ophiuchus ante portas!«
Scene: Ophiuchus ante portas
(cardinal Sepero with E-Mail to Pope)

»Holy father!
Could not appear everyone
and say: I´m!‹«

»Of course! But we had check
the mitochondrial tests and the
nuclei of several by laboratories.
We had compared all eukaryotes and
prokaryotes. Again and again.
His DNA and 40 tests from Turin's
grave cloth match. HE is it! Believe me!«

Scene: Desoxyribonuklein Acid
(Pope Benedikt XVII. to the cardinals in the sistine chapel)

»Your Holiness! Why did the Vatican
sold all his american securities
today in the morning?
And why just before the crash has began?«
»Is it illegal, to convert my
Investments in cash?«
»No! But legally your brotherhood
is standing under strong suspicion
of Insider trading. Your sold has
triggered the collapse. What information
was encoded in this Email, which
you received 10 minutes before?«
Scene: Acquisition
(phone call with pope Benedikt XVII. and US-President Kerry)

America faiced a choice

Subordination or downfall

»Mr. President! If you are suggest a good idea,
I will stop to tear down the Dow Jones stock market.
So, what is your vision, which
you still have for the future of mankind?«

»As of now I am the supermight!
I have all of your aircraft carriers, submarines,
radar systems, listening stations, banks,
financial markets, exchanges, satellite and
worldwide energy-power supply under my control.«
Scene: State of the union
(US-President Kerry and his challenger in the East-Room)

scene: State of the union
(US-President and his challenger in the East-Room)

There was only
one way out
The largest mobilization
of military history
»May be he is a man,
but his weapon is that of a god.
He is superior to you completely.«
Scene: Polyphem
(Jimmy Gordon; IT-Chief to John Riddle; CIA-Special Force)

»Mr. President! This is naked physics!
He has torn us the laws of nature and
plays how a wondercube. As if he
would be god. Whatever you do,
he doubled his dominance.«
Scene: quantum entanglement
(US-President and William Leroy in white house)

»Sir! We have Conplan 0500!
This means: Operation Patriot Storm
has begun! The world will
no more ruled from civilians.«
Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President in Oval Office)

The financial markets are
headed in the fall

The citizens gathered

»We have got alarming of all U.S. banks.
They has reported that the account balances
of all bank customers have been closed
among one minute. The U.S. stock index
has lost 95% in just 2 hours.«
Scene: Pulsation of universe
(CNN-Presenter in TV)

»We need more than 17.000 Billion US-Dollars, Sir!
We doubled our national debt in one day.
That costs us 100 full years pay debts.
We will lose more than four generations.«
Scene: crisis team
(Joseph Steglitz in the Oval Office)

»Sir, the nation has a life
expectancy of a few hours,
if the trend continues.«
Scene: crisis team
(Daniel McFadden in the Oval Office)

Too big to fail

The application:
All the gold of planet

»Sir, this is the second financial collapse
in 10 years. I'm afraid this time
there will be a terrible bloodbath.«

»Sir, the Vatican has buried
all the gold reserves of FED-Bank
since 1942 under his
Territory. Did you know that?«

Scene: crisis team
(in the Oval Office)

»This would be a mass execution
of all central banks.
If we fail, we dig the grave
for the money era.«
scene: crisis team
(in the Oval Office)

scene: Founder of religion
(US-President & Robert McDerman)

»I´m your friend, Mr. President!
I will treat the gold
as you treat yourself.«
»Give it back at once!«
»I cannot do that.
HE has so decided and it
will be the best for all of us!«

»It is the ultimate speculation!
Everything on one card.«
Scene: European Central Bank
(Director of European centralbank to german chancellor)

Scene: Revolution
(phone call between US-President & Pope Benedikt XVII.)

An empire was
coming to his end

»Monica! All telephone companies
should send a SMS to the people
for a Real-Time-Voting:
Dear American citizens!
You are witnesses of today.
My US-Government is working to find solutions.
Please inform me immediately about your choice!
In case of failure of our large-rescue:
Should the U.S.A. prohibit in constitutional
any kind of money-production for he future?«

Scene: List of demand
(US-President before the phone call with pope)

The mother of money was targeted

»How can get this in touch. I mean the
assassinations of JFK and Abraham Lincoln.
Why did they want the abolition of Federal
Reserve Bank? Who ist he owner
of our centralbank? Not we?«
Scene: crisis team
(Jimmy Gordon to US-President Kerry in the Oval Office)

»The Federal Reserve Bank has
only private owners, Sir!«
Scene: The flag
(Michael Mooney; Vice-President of FED-Bank in the Oval Office)

Everything was
hidden by a plan
The work of jesus
should be completed
»What a nonsense are you talking about?
Hitler didn’t has any reason
for invade the Vatican.«
»While Hitler planned the atomic bomb,
Lehman Brothers has convinced
all other owners of central bank,
to hide the gold reserves under the Vatican,
until World War II was ended.
The Lehman-Clan was an german-immigrants.«
»8.000 tons of gold?
The U.S. central bank is
controlled by the Vatican?
They didn´t gave it back?«
»And Lehman Brothers were guilty.«
»Have they plunged the global
Financial markets on purpose since 2008?
With Lehman brothers?
Which plan pursuing the Vatican?«
Scene: Humintas generis unitas
(Robert McDerman & Filippo Grimassi)

»If making money is a sin.
Wellcome to the hell of our time.
Money knows no democracy! He will
force the whole system step by step in the knees.
First, the stock market, then the Mutual funds, all
pension and retirement funds. The banks will close
their doors and the people falls in panic. Then he
will attack the government bonds. The interest rates
will rise in the sky. Finally, he will execute the
central banks. At the end the mother of money:
The FED and her US-Dollar Currency.
If it crash, there will be a big turnaround.
So I would do it, if I have so much Money as
he could. And this is done in a few hours.«
Scene: Majority
(Harvey Friedman in Hotel Sheraton to Donald Bachmann)

The voice of the people
was the voice of god
A super shock
pulverized the world order
»Mr. Bishop! Would you also attributed
the opposition of the US-Citizens to this?
Urge people to cope justice?«
»Jesus Christ was also angry
and not without reason, to thrown
the money traders out of the temple of Jerusalem.
That cost him his head. It is in the nature of things
that the capitalist system is standing in
contrary to what Jesus has called.
Justice! Yes, the people doing the right thing.
Even though many of them will have
to pay with their head.«
Scene: State of emergency
(CNN-Reporter in the streets of New York)

»What do they want? We should dissolve the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and
the World Trade Organization? They want an Amendment
of the UN Charter, we should reorganize the NATO,
we should cancel the patriot act, the implementation
of the climate agreement, and so on ...?
Edward, actually what do they want more?«
»They want, that you deliver George F. Posh
to the court of Den Haag!«

Scene: List of demand
(US-President & Ed Heller in the white House)

»This is the moment of truth!«
Scene: Acquisition
(Pope Benedikt XVII. to US-President Kerry)

All threads ran
with to HIM together

»Mr. President!
This man is a phenomenon.
No one can overlook him.
The photographic images,
on which you can see him
with Lincoln and Washington
are not a fake!«
Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick in Oval Office)

»Is it right? HE is one of you?
You've screwed up the thing!
And he has got the machine
under his control?«
Scene: Polyphem
(Jimmy Gordon & CIA-Special Agent John Riddle)

HE appeared out of nowhere

»Do you know what Lukas
has written in the Gospel?
If You are the messiah,
then tell us .....
Even if I tell you,
you don’t believe me anyway‹.«
Scene: Turnaround
(Christian Bufimimat in the UBS New York)

»Sir! HIS records of school
or medical are smooth like a
non-embossed coin. HE has no
personal history. It is like HE
had fallen down from the sky.«
Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President in the Oval Office)

HIS message was OLD:
Love!

HIS Demand was OLD:
Justice!

»There outdoor slaves a whole generation,
from to build a new street on which the next
generations can go. These are your proofs.
The reality of working people.
Maybe everybody does not love his work,
but the survival fight forces most to it,
to grow fond of her activity. And in all
is longing for a change.
Do not you think that he would be necessary?«

»Nature has been out of breath.
She knew only one default: Growth!
The person devoured the planet.
But what did the majority of it?«
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The vatican was to ready
to every victim
Only HIS methods were NEW!
»Your Holiness! Before the coast of Rome has
the USS-Roosevelt together with two destroyers
covered position.«
»Do you want to attack the vatican with weapons?«
»Mr. President! It becomes a counterweir.
Their nation fall, consequences to you
the strength of the new message will indicate.
We have initiated Operation Pangaea.«
Scene: Revolution
(Popoe Benedikt XVII. to US-President)

»You and your brotherhood should not have to do him
rage of the american people challenge.
Our aircraft carrier is instructed,
to make all the fight jets ready to be launched.«
»Then you kill me! Shoot at me because of
a few brain-cracked securities.
I become run towards every ball
from you direction against us is fire!«

Scene: Revolution
(phone call between US-President & Pope Benedikt XVII.)

The word of god reached
once more after the control
2000 years after beginning
of her calendar there came the return

»Mr. President! If you are the first one,
he leys down his weapons, if this
decisive battle here is finished?«
»By what right put
You such a demand?«

»Sir, you stand before a historical question.
If it is worth the system, is still saved next time
to become? This is no more prize question,
because we could not bear the costs at all.
It is so or so a turning time.«
Scene: crisis team
(Prof. Alan Dossie to US-President in the Oval Office)

»Because our plan for the future
of the humanity is better, than theirs.
Do you lay down your weapons?
Yes or no?«

Scene: Revolution
(Pope Benedikt XVII. to US-President)

» Mr. President! On my arrangement, it is
confidential equipment of AREA in 6365 in readiness
been moved. With it we have the control
about the global monetary system.«
Scene: Revolution
(Papst Benedikt XVII. zu US-Präsident Kerry)

In the center of Christendom
If the unfathomable happened
This was able nastily
be on the lookout everywhere

»Sir! HE controlls a rhetoric,
with HE a few priest for the breakfast consumes.
That HE to ITSELF even during his
absence today itself has made the pope,
indicates to you which power HE possesses.«

Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President Kerry)

»Das Pentagon should stop with it.
The citizens are no cannon fodder!
Who has arranged this?«
Kapitel: A state of emergency
(US-President Kerry & Ed Heller)

Dark mysteries
came to the daylight

The world had to go
behind light are led

»Sir, HE was the only one,
which we could incite up the pope.«
»He´s to all all data approached!
At all!«

»You have a superbrain on one
Messia´s mission trained?«

»What is all?«

»Sir! It is the rarest specimen one
To the island-gifted which
there has one day been.«

»From Kennedy started, about Watergate,
9/11 and the Lehman bankruptcy.
HE has phoney documents
and conversation protocols.«

»One, however, except
control has got
and when Messiah walks around.«

»John! What he can have more than 9/11
this could put under pressure the pentagon?«

Scene: Polyphem
(Jimmy Gordon & CIA-Special Agent John Riddle)

Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick & US-President Kerry)

The plan fell apart

»Two billion people
follow even today HIS idea.
It is the most brilliant business plan
the history. If it was
an event if HE returns
and to itself with a TV address in
all nations directs at the same time?«
Kapitel: Messias
(Papst Benedikt XVII. in der Sixtinischen Kapelle)

History repeated itself

»Mr President!
They would become to the humanity one
the second spot steal the rare chance.
If you kill HIM, HE is to
last time for us died.«
Scene: Revolution
(Pope Benedikt XVII. to US-President Kerry)

»If HE appealed for the opposition, then would have
They with God really biblical dimensions.«
Scene: Pentagon
(General Mollick to US-President in the oval Office)

HIS idea has supporters

»For what do you need a superfund?«

One of them lives
on planet earth

»To connect every paper banknote,
which is circulate in the world.
We need to make kassa.
The central bank will trying the same.«
»My dear! Just wait for me!«
Scene: Majority
(Donald Bachmann & Harvey Friedman in Hotel Sheraton)

»If the theory of money-systems has shown
us something, then one: it forces the human
psyche to the same behavior as do all
god-religions. The adoration!
Money has become a substitute of god.
This ist he god we need to push back.«
Scene: Genozid
(Harvey Friedman)

»Until the begining of the opera
you still have four hours. Unless you
have some brainwave that will
change the world.«
Scene: Intuition
(Harvey Friedman on the way at home to his wife Jackie)

He had less
than three days

»We will conduct a roller coaster ride.
We have to organize wars of speculations
Between fund managers. Besides we will
Prining money to confuse him. We will inflate
Monster bubbles of paper money. It will
bet he greatest deception, that has
ever taken in the financial markets!«
Scene: Genozid
(Harvey Friedman)

His target:
The biggest bubble

»I ask you for the last time:
Ist he money-system of the
US-Dollar a house of cards
that works just like the
Maddoff-Ponzi-System?«
Scene: Paper-Money
(US-President to the vice-president of the FED)

The endtime-battle
has began
The judgment day

»The apokalypse contains not only a warning-fantasy,
it´s also a consolation fantasy. The majority has got
always allowed for A new beginning, after everything
has been completed. So there is no reason for fear.«

»A culture is only explained over
their history. As a place of common destiny.
The mankind has jointly participate
on the greatest conceivable misfortune.
Than will come the everlasting peace.
It must be a super-shock.«

Scene: Apocalypse
(Christian Bufimimat in the CNN-Studio)
Kapitel: Umkehr
(Christian Bufimimat in der UBS Bank New York)

1/12
Operation Pangaea!

»Recognize the signs of god.
Hes has given us a second chance
and sent us his son. Accept the change.
Move the steering wheel,
that the history put in your hand,
Mr. President!«

The prophecy gets into truth

»So many stories of the bible
have been only objects of study for me
until yesterday. But since today is true
as much at once about this story. I ask me why?«
Scene: I.N.R.I.
(Bibelscientist Robert McDerman)

Scene: Acquistion
(phone call between US-President& Pope Benedikt XVII.)
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